Transit Shelters
As the world of transportation continues to develop and move forward, so do we. Since 1964, we have been looking ahead and creating new designs to meet your needs. Whether you are looking for a standard transit shelter or a one of a kind custom piece, Poligon has the solution.

Leading the Way

Your shelter is a reflection on your community. Travelers, both local and visiting, will see your shelter briefly so it is important to leave a lasting positive impression. Poligon offers many standard products to choose from, or if you have your own ideas our design team can bring those ideas to life. Whether you are looking for a bus shelter, walkway cover, bike shelter or any other type of transit shelter, Poligon offers endless possibilities.

Design

Just as important as form, is function. Shelters are created for protection. We engineer our structures to withstand the climate and weather patterns in your area. Our shelters feature tubular steel and are easy to assemble. Electrical wires can be hidden inside to avoid unsightly conduits needed for lighting. Our designs also hide exposed fasteners and eliminate bird nesting for a more aesthetically pleasing look.
What makes Poligon shelters stand out from the others? Our shelters are protected with Poli-5000, the most durable powder coat frame finish available. This is a multi-step process using epoxy primer and Super Durable TGIC top coat all applied at our facility. Our finish is corrosion resistant and offers a higher protection against road salt, humidity, direct sunlight, and scratches. Our shelter frames are available in 34 different colors. We also offer a variety of roofing systems available in a wide array of colors.

Additional details can be added, such as laser cut ornamentation, to personalize your shelter. Other unique customizing can be done through our wide selection of column styles, railings, windscreens and medallions.

Extra precautions are taken to make sure your shelter is delivered safely. All shipments are inspected before being carefully packaged and shipped on dedicated flatbed trucks so we can assure they arrive in unblemished condition. Our full time quality control staff is also here to address any field issues that may arise.

*Our streamlined process allows for a quick and easy installation at a lower cost to the customer.*
Poligon also offers site furnishings to help further customize your site.

- Freestanding or Integrated Seating
- Bike racks
- Kiosks
- Smokestak Ash Receptacles
- Signs

Contact us with your next project idea and we’ll create the perfect shelter for your site.